Unilevel Plan MLM Software
Unilevel plan offers an unlimited width plan, permitting one sponsor to own several distributors on
a single line. There is usually no spill-over as everyone sponsored by you is on your frontline. This
plan is mainly common among the beginners and part-timers because it is the easiest and
simplest one among all MLM plans.

How Does the Unilevel Plan Work?
The title tends to make users think that the Unilevel MLM plan is a one-level plan. This is not
entirely true as it involves two to any number of decided levels in depth. In Unilevel MLM plan, a
user can add members to unlimited level. The sponsor gets a dividend from the business volume
of every member in his down-line.
The Unilevel MLM plan has some advantages that make it an MLM plan every MLM organization
wants to subscribe to. It is very easy to understand and operate since its calculations are less
complicated. With an unlimited width plan, the Unilevel MLM plan allows a sponsor to have
several distributors under him while allowing the distributors to further have several other subdistributors.

Compensations in Unilevel MLM Software
The following three types of compensations are used in Hybrid MLM's Unilevel plan which make
the team active and expand the unilevel structure.
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1. Sponsor Bonus
Just like every other MLM plan, the sponsor bonus is given to encourage sponsors or
distributors to recruit members into their downline in order to promote business. This bonus is
earned when a sponsor recruits new members.

2. Fast Start Bonus
The fast start bonus is earned when a sponsor or distributor achieves a specific target within a
particular time period. The fast start bonus is regarded as the starter benefit to newly recruited
members. The essence of the fast start bonus is to ensure a higher sales commission on the
first new sales of new recruits, and so, it is paid per new recruits.
In order to boost sales, some companies organise sales campaigns, setting sales targets and
once these sales targets are reached, the distributors enjoy the achievement bonuses.
Company rules and policies may make the fast start bonus to vary between companies.
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3. Level Commissions
This is earned when down level distributors achieve sales. The Unilevel plan has unlimited
direct downlines in the first level with each downline member possibly having unlimited
downlines under them. Members can earn unlimited commissions from sales till nth level.

Advantages of Unilevel Plan
The Unilevel MLM plan is easily understandable and simple to start so it is easy to describe to
the newcomers.
Due to the fact that this plan has only one level for each user, it is always easy for the user to
manage it.
The unlimited width of this plan lets the user add unlimited members to his/her line. That
results in earning more money for the user.
It is easy to implement unilevel plan in any MLM business because of it's simple structure.
Users can achieve bonuses quickly because of the unilevel structure.

Why Hybrid MLM for Unilevel MLM plan ?
HybridMLM offers Unilevel MLM Software which can be fully customized as per your business
model needs. Even the features and options from our basic Unilevel MLM software is
configurable. You get all the benefits of the Unilevel plan along with our latest features and
essential tools which will help your MLM business to achieve rapid success.
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